MINUTES
Board Meeting
Friends of the Lower Suwannee & Cedar Keys National Wildlife Refuges
Tuesday, April 10, 2012
The meeting of the board of directors of the Friends of the Lower Suwannee and Cedar
Keys National Wildlife Refuge was called to order by Peg Hall, President, at 10 a.m. on
April 10, 2012, at Refuge Headquarters.
Board Members Present: Kirby Alexander, Sean Dowie, Carmelo Echevarria, Mark
Gluckman, Peg Hall, Russ Hall, John McPherson, Jerry Salamon, John Thalacker.
Also Present: Andrew Gude, Refuge Manager.
Approval Items:
1. Minutes from February 21, 2012 Board Meeting
Motion by:
John Thalacker, to accept, with correction that Carmelo
Echeverria should not have been listed as a member of the Board.
Second by:
Jerry Salamon
Vote:
Unanimous in favor.
2. Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Motion by:
John Thalacker, to accept.
Second by:
Jerry Salamon
Vote:
Unanimous in favor.
3. The date for next meeting‐‐Monday, May 21—was agreed to by consensus.
John Thalacker raised the idea that during the summer meetings of the Board
could be by conference call. After discussion, Andrew Gude agreed to look into
obtaining a “Spider Phone,” and it was agreed that members should have the
option of attending in person or by conference call.
Discussion and Decision Items
1. Treasurer’s Report
Jerry Salamon submitted financial reports for February and March. He noted
new memberships resulting from Ibis newsletter, and that the receipts from the
annual meeting were $3,500, which is more than the receipts from last year. He
also submitted a budget report, and noted that revenues were exceeding
projections due to new life memberships. Reports were accepted by consensus
and are attached.
2. Revision to 2012 Budget Assumptions
Jerry Salamon suggested that the budget assumption that Friends would not
annually spend more than annual revenues should be deleted because it is
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unrealistic and the Board has already violated the assumption this budget year.
He suggested that the Board should not place artificial restrictions on itself, and
that budgeting is an evolving process. Discussion ensued.
Motion by:
Second by:
Vote:

Jerry Salamon, to delete budget assumption that Friends would
not annually spend more than annual revenues.
Sean Dowie.
Unanimous in favor.

3. Inventory Replacement.
Peg Hall suggested that new inventory was needed due to brisk sales at the
annual meeting, etc. She submitted a suggested order which is attached to
these minutes.
Motion by:
Second by:
Vote:

John Thalacker, to purchase the new inventory as suggested by
Peg Hall.
Jerry Salamon.
Unanimous in favor.

4. Annual Meeting ‐‐ Lessons for Next Year
The annual meeting was discussed, with the following lessons learned:
• Speakers in the afternoon do not work well; not well attended.
• This year’s speaker was very good, as was the food.
• The sign‐in went well, but handling money can be overwhelming at times.
• It would be good to have a better space. The pros and cons of having the
annual meeting at Seahorse Key were discussed. The consensus seemed
to be that due to logistical issues, it might be better to try to have a
smaller retreat there. Andrew Gude offered to look into this.
• The attendance this year was about 110‐120.
• It was suggested that more presentations by staff members regarding
what’s going on in the refuges, and what research is being done, might be
good.
• It was suggested that the Board might want to consider charging for
lunch, rather than basically giving it away free to those who join. A
donation jar was also suggested.
5. Paddling Project
a. Reordering the Panels
Mark Gluckman reported that it has been discovered that the panels are not
waterproof. He discussed the following options:
• Plastic bag (very costly)
• Cut grommet off and re‐laminate
• Redo: $2500 estimate from Office Depot
After discussion, it was agreed that Sean Dowie would look into the options and
costs for having the panels printed on waterproof paper. Andrew Gude also
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expressed the Refuges’ support for the project and coming up with a solution so
long as the cost is within a $3,000 budget; too valuable a project to not follow
through on. After discussion of what to do with existing stock, it was decided to
wait for further information on the cost of a solution.
b. October Paddling Festival proposal
Mark Gluckman reported that he was approached by Hidden Coast
Paddling Festival about whether Friends would want to participate in the
upcoming event on October 6 and 7 in Suwannee. Hosting a movie night
with free beer was suggested as one possible way of participating. The
consensus of the Board was that it would be good to participate.
Gluckman will present a proposal for participation at the next meeting.
c. Group Paddles over the next few months
It was agreed after discussion that Friends should try to schedule monthly
paddling events.
6. Upcoming Festival Plans
a. Cedar Key Arts Festival (April 28‐29) – Friends responsible/Refuge helping
Peg Hall handed out a sign‐up sheet for helping at the Cedar Key Arts
Festival.
b. Suwannee Stone Crab Festival (April 28) – Refuge responsible/Friends helping.
It was reported that Richard Herman is handling the registration. Andrew
Gude noted that Refuge staff may not sell items, and will need Friends
volunteers if there are to be sales.
7. Membership Committee changes and report
It was reported that Joan Stephens will not be able to handle membership
anymore, and that Marci Wilcox has offered to take on this responsibility. Kirby
Alexander offered to assist Marci. A membership report is attached.
8. Activities in May, June, July, August
The need to participate in river and coastal cleanups was discussed.
Information Items:
1. Refuge Update
Peg Hall commended Pam Darty on her excellent email response.
Andrew Gude presented information on the following
• Finishing of the class room
• Science team from region doing work on sea level rise
• Work on creating Refuge data base
• Visit by Chuck Hunter, regional biologist
• Habitat issues for ibis, wood stork, swallow tail kite: may need selective
thinning of wetlands; creation of ponds; diversification of habitat
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•
•
•
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Visit by Florida Humanities Council: History of Lighthouse event
Missions of UF vs Refuge: Mission of UF is stated very vaguely and
broadly in the agreement; he supports the ability of UF to have
fundraisers to support the important research being done.
Alligator snapping turtle research: they are protected, but enforcement is
a problem. More research to be done by FWCC.
Swallow tail kite nesting issues: a focal species for managing habitat;
need to address issue of predation by great horned owls
Very high state of fire alert, and high level of concern.

2. E‐Communication‐ Peg Hall presented a report which is attached.
Old Business
John Thalacker discussed the following trail issues:
• Whether the signs would survive controlled burns. Andrew Gude said it
would not be a problem because a clearing can be created around each
sign
• The possibility of making the trail handicapped accessible by construction
of additional boardwalks; Andrew Gude is going to get some cost
estimates.
New Business
Richard Herman discussed the possibility of a Friends project whereby a annual research
conference would be sponsored. Speakers would provide 20‐minute summaries of
ongoing Refuge‐related research projects. The possibility of having the conference on
Seahorse Key was discussed.
Peg Hall suggested that making improvements to the bat house would be a good Friends
project. Andrew Gude said he is checking into options and possible designs.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a.m.
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